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➤ Search for pairs of neutral long-lived scalars decaying hadronically within or just before the hadronic calorimeter 
(HCAL) [2203.01009] 

➤ Signature–driven using benchmark Hidden Sector (HS) models: 

- SM and HS connected via a heavy neutral boson  which decays to a pair of                                                          
long-lived scalars  

- All neutral under the SM 

- SM quarks from  decays reconstructed as single jets 

➤ Signal objects are two jets (CalRatio jets) that are: 

- Narrow: shower starts late 

- Trackless: neutral LLPs  no hits in inner detector 

- Majority of energy in HCAL: high Calorimeter Ratio (CalRatio) 
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➤ Main backgrounds: 

- SM multijets: low probability to mimic signal, but dominant due to high cross-section 

- Beam induced background (BIB): muons from bunch interacting with beam pipe undergoing bremsstrahlung in the 
calorimeters 

- Cosmics: lowest rate and negligible contribution, no explicit selection to remove them 
➤ Machine learning tools to identify signal events 

➤ Modified ABCD method for background estimation 

Introduction
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Event display of BIB event in the ECAL 
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➤ Two signature-driven triggers: high-  and low-  
CalRatio triggers 

➤ Per-jet Neural Network: classifies jets as SM multi jet, BIB 
or signal  

➤ Per-event BDT: classifies event as signal or background 
processes 

➤ Two sets of selection criteria and trainings for ML tools, 
optimized for:  

- Low-  signal:  GeV;  GeV 

- High-  signal:  GeV;  GeV

ET ET

ET m! # [60,200] ms # [5,55]

ET m! # [400,1000] ms # [50,475]

Analysis overview
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Scheme of analysis overview
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➤ Identify narrow, trackless jets with high CalRatio, two types: 

- High- : Tau 60 (  GeV), lowest unprescaled for 2015-2016, or Tau 100 
lowest unprescaled from 2017 

- Low- : Narrow jet  GeV, isolated from ECAL deposits. Introduced in 2016: 
efficient for low-  samples  modified in 2018: high efficiency for all signal.

ET ET > 60

ET ET > 30
ET "

The CalRatio triggers
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➤ Logical OR of these triggers for 
both selections 

➤ Noiso trigger to collect a BIB 
data sample 

➤ Additional trigger in empty 
bunch crossings for cosmics



➤ A Neural Network (NN) is trained to identify displaced jets in signal from SM-like    
and BIB jets 

➤ Input variables are low-level features: 

- inner-detector tracks, calorimeter energy deposits and muon track segments 

➤ Output: three NN scores predict if jets produced by LLP decays, SM multijets or BIB 

➤ Training samples: 

- Signal: jets associated with an LLP decaying in the calorimeter 

- Multijets MC 

- BIB: HLT-matched jets from events identified as BIB at HLT

Displaced jet identification: per-jet Neural Network
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Low-  and high-  training NN signal score 
outputs for signal, SM multijets and BIB samples

ET ET
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data
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➤ Main NN: combination of 1D convolutional and long short-term memory (LSTM) NNs 

➤ Data/MC differences in the output, mainly due to modeling issues with the cluster timing 

➤ An adversarial NN is added during training: 

- Uses output of main NN to separate data and MC jets in a dijet control region 

- Feeds back to main NN so it does not learn from data/MC mis-modeling

Displaced jet identification: per-jet Neural Network
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Add adversary

Low-  training NN BIB score output for 
SM multijets and data in control region

ET
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Novel technique 
in ATLAS



➤ Inputs from NN most signal/bib-like jets and event-level information 

➤ Trained signal samples against BIB data 

➤ Main objective: discriminate signal from BIB 

➤ BIB data contains SM multijet events  per-event BDT also discriminates signal from multijet background"

Event selection: per-event BDT
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Multijets
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Multijets
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➤ The ABCD method requires two uncorrelated variables: 

- Contributions from multiple background sources might induce correlations 

- Require only one background population in final selection: SM multijets 

➤ Trigger matching, per-event BDT score and cleaning cuts applied to reject BIB and spurious events 

➤ Final selections listed below:

Event cleaning and final selection
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➤ Likelihood-based simultaneous ABCD method used 

➤ Two uncorrelated variables subdivide plane into four regions 

- Background events in signal region (A) in background-only hypothesis is  

➤ Modified method: background and signal models fitted simultaneously to account for signal contamination in regions B, 
C and D 

➤ ABCD plane defined by per-event BDT and 

NA = (NB $ NC)/ND

! %Rmin

Background estimation
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✓ Correlation <0.3% in main data

DATA SIGNAL
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 = sum of ΔR between signal jet 
candidate and its nearest track with  GeV

! %Rmin
pT > 2



➤ Necessary that final selections reject BIB and cosmic-induced jets 

➤ BIB background cross-check: check BIB data sample 

- High-  selection: no BIB in region A 

- Low-  selection: 1 event in region A  events in ABCD are SM multijets-like  

➤ Cosmic background cross-check: use empty bunch crossings (BC) CalRatio trigger data 

- Estimate cosmics in ABCD plane taking into account empty-to-filled  factor and empty BC cleaner environment 
( ): 

  

- Zero events in region A, events in ABCD plane within statistical uncertainty 

✓ BIB and cosmics are not likely to interfere with the functioning of the ABCD method

ET

ET "

Rlive
Rclean

Nmain dataset
cosmics = NNCB dataset

cosmics & Rlive & Rclean

Background estimation
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➤ Analyzed data from  collisions at  TeV during Run 2 (2015-2018) 

➤ No significant excess found and upper limits on  set with the CLs method 

➤ Limits improve a factor of ~10 wrt 2016 analysis for low-  selection and a factor ~3 for high-  selection: 

- Mainly due to higher statistics, triggers improvements and better displaced jet identification

pp s = 13

!(!) & B(! " SS)
ET ET

CL expected and observed limits
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CL expected and observed limits on the BR of SM Higgs bosons to pairs of neutral LLPs 
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CL expected and observed limits
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➤ CL expected and observed limits 
for other mediator mass points:
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Summary plots
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➤ Results are complementary in  to other searches looking for neutral LLPs in ATLAS 

➤ Extend limits in intermediate range between ID and MS decays (ATL-PHYS-PUB-2022-007)

c"
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2022-007/


Re-interpretation maps
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➤ Efficiency maps: LLP bin index calculated from LLP  , , decay position and decay types (link to maps) 

➤ Accuracy:  

- High- : for overall efficiencies above 0.5%, results accurate to around 25%  

- Low- : for overall efficiencies above 0.15%, results accurate to around 33% 

pT #

ET

ET
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High-  selectionET Low-  selectionET

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2019-23/


Conclusions
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➤ Analysis looking for a pair of neutral, long-lived particles decaying in the ATLAS calorimeters has been performed with 
full LHC Run 2 data 

➤ No significant excess of events in the signal region is observed relative to the data-driven background prediction 

➤ Limits on  improve with respect to previous round of the analysis thanks to the increase of 
luminosity and several improvements of the analysis: 

- Improved trigger efficiencies 

- Upgraded identification of displaced jets with a Neural Network based tagger (particularly for low mediator masses) 

- Per-Event BDT has been retrained to make use of these improvements 

- Re-optimization of ABCD plane selection

!(!) & B(! " SS)
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Back-up slides
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ABCD method validation and cross-checks
➤ The method is validated applying it to three validation regions ortogonal to the final selections, looking into parts of the 

nominal C and D regions only: 

- Signal contamination in all VRs is                                                                                                                                   
small 

- Good closure observed in VRs  

➤ Also tested an alternative ABCD plane                                                                                                                                  
on a dijet control region: 

- Confirms variables are uncorrelated 

- Good closure for both low-  and                                                                                                                                 
high-  planes

ET
ET
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Summary of  values excluded at 95% CL c"
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Full selections

high-  BDT output  0.38 & ET ' ! %Rmin ' 1.5 low-  BDT output  0.27 & ET ' ! %Rmin ' 1.5
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Background estimates before and after unblinding
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Re-interpretation maps
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➤ LLP  bins [0, 50 , 100, 200 , 400, 1600] GeV (5 bins), LLP decay position binned in  [0, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 3.9, ∞] for 
LLPs with  and in  [0, 3.6, 4.2, 4.8, 5.5, 6, ∞ ] for LLPs with  (13 bins) and LLP decay type c, b, t, or τ 
in bins [0, 1, 2, 3] respectively (4 bins) 

➤ LLP bin index = (decay position bin index ) × (number of decay position bins × number of decay type bins) +  bin index * 
(number of decay type bin) + decay type bin index

pT Lxy
!# ! < 1.5 Lz !# ! ' 1.5

pT
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